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Robert Creeley
Poet Description:
Robert Creeley was born in Arlington, Massachusetts, near where he grew up on a small
farm. As a young child he suffered two losses, that of his father and that of his left eye. He
was raised by his mother, who worked as a public health nurse. Creeley enrolled at Harvard
but took a leave to be an ambulance driver for the American Field Service toward the end of
World War II. He was in the India-Burma area from 1944-1945. He returned to Harvard but left
without his degree, taking up subsistence farming for a time in New Hampshire. A
correspondence with poet Charles Olson, maintained while Creeley was in France and Spain,
led him to Black Mountain College in North Carolina, where he completed his degree, began
to teach, and edited the Black Mountain Review. He later spent time at New Mexico and in
Guatemala before taking a job at Buffalo for the rest of his career.
A thin, spare, compressed, and consistently minimalist verse became his signature style.
Certainly the phrasing often seems conversational, though jazz is another continuing
influence, but the progress of a poem is often interrupted by hesitation, sudden wonder, or
disabling pain. Thus, in the end, it is consciousness's interior struggle with both self-reflection
and exterior circumstances that explains his sometimes broken rhythms. William Carlos
Williams was clearly a strong influence, both in form and subject matter, but a Williams poem
flows smoothly, whereas a Creeley poem may choose to falter.
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